M

enusoft Systems, a Heartland
Platinum Partner and the
developers of DIGITAL DINING, was
the first company to support
Exchange Server, Heartland's premiere
processing platform. Exchange Server, a robust
alternative to Heartland's original Vital platform,
provides stronger data encryption for less
money. Menusoft Systems continues to
strengthen its relationship with Heartland by
developing similar integrated support for
Heartland's payroll and gift card systems, and
the Legal Age verification system.
Menusoft Systems has worked aggressively to
render DIGITAL DINING compliant with the
Payment Application Data Security Standard
(PA-DSS) guidelines. DIGITAL DINING is keeping
pace with the increasingly strict demands of
data security within our industry.

Heartland Platinum Partner
Digital Dining was the first restaurant management
system to develop a fully integrated POS interface
with Exchange Server, Heartland's premiere credit
card processing system. As a Platinum Partner,
Menusoft Systems continues to strengthen its
relationship with Heartland by developing similar
integrated support of for Heartland’s payroll, gift card,
and the Legal Age verification system.

Integrated Payroll Interface
Digital Dining supports the Heartland payroll system
as a standard feature, fully integrated and easily
installed, at no extra cost. Digital Dining automates the
entire data management cycle, from the time clock to
the pay check. Our system collects payroll data and
exports it automatically, while enabling managers to
review the data with customizable reports.

Integrated Legal Age Support
Digital Dining is also the first restaurant management
system to support Legal Age, a fellow Heartland
partner. Thanks to our integrated POS interface, hosts
can use the Legal Age system without the need of a
dedicated terminal. With Legal Age, our POS makes
age verification as easy as swiping a driver's license
and tapping a button.

Integrated Gift Card Interface
Digital Dining will soon support Valuetec, another
Heartland partner. As with Exchange Server and Legal
Age, Digital Dining will allow clients to use the Valuetec
gift card system through a single integrated POS
interface. We are also actively cooperating with
Heartland to incorporate their forthcoming gift card
system.

Full PA-DSS Validation
Menusoft Systems has been fully assessed and
tested to be Payment Application Data Security
Standard (PA-DSS) validated. We also provide
guidelines to help merchants assess their networks
and achieve PCI compliance.

Features

Benefits

Support for
Heartland’s
Exchange Server

Digital Dining supports Heartland’s
Exchange Server platform, one of
the most cost-effective credit card
processing centers in the industry.
Combined with Exchange Server,
our POS protects transaction
information with strong data
encryption.

Split Checks and
Multiple Credit Card
Verifications

With a single tap, a server can
split a check evenly between
any number of customers.
A server can also split a check
between any combination of
customers and accept different
types of payment - including
different credit cards - for each
split check.

Verification for
Partial Payments

The POS can accept partial
payments for a check, even if the
check is not split. For instance,
you can pay part of a check with
a credit card, then pay the
remainder of the check with
another credit card, cash, or any
other valid receipt type.

Opening Bar Tabs
with a Card Swipe

Bartenders can open a bar tab by
simply swiping a customer's credit
card. You can also set the POS to
preauthorize credit card tabs up to
a customizable preset amount.

Customized Data
Entry Requirements

When accepting a credit card payment over the phone, the POS can
require servers (with a manager’s
permission) to manually enter a
card's CVV2 number, or the card
holder's street address and ZIP
code.

